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● Masses

– MW and sin2qeff – follow up

– MZ

● Couplings and coupling constants

● High-energy probes

– High-mass tails in neutral- and charged-current Drell-Yan production

– On-shell vector-boson scattering at high energies

● Conclusions



  

W-boson mass and the weak mixing angle

● Two PDF-dominated measurements as we just saw

● How correlated are these measurements under PDF uncertainties?

M
W
 and sin2q

eff
 essentially 

uncorrelated this far (different 
colliders). Won’t remain so 
when LHC gradually takes over.

Matters for interpretation 
downstream



  

W-boson mass and the weak mixing angle

● Two PDF-dominated measurements as we just saw

● How correlated are these measurements under PDF uncertainties?

– References for mW :

● 13 TeV :  HL-LHC reports. Inclusive in pseudo-rapidity, separate fits for W+, W- 

● PDF sets: CT10, CT14, MMHT, HL-LHC, and LHeC

– References for sin2qW :

● 8 TeV : ATLAS-CONF-2018-037

● 13 TeV : HL-LHC reports): CT14, NNPDF, HLLHC, LHeC



  

W-boson mass and the weak mixing angle

● Two PDF-dominated measurements as we just saw

● How correlated are these measurements under PDF uncertainties?

Strong impact of LHeC. Model dependence of observed correlations?

N.Andari (work in progress, https://indico.cern.ch/event/776453)

m
T
 fits; W+ m

T
 fits; W-



  

m
W
 at LHeC HERA

From D. Britzger, EPS.

Sensitivity mostly from the normalization of the 
charged-current cross section : 

in a scheme where the free input parameters are 
a

QED
, m

W
, m

Z
 at Born level (determining G

F
) 



  

m
W
 at LHeC

Almost competitive with LHC prospects, and a very complementary measurement (s → t)



  

   at LHeC (and PERLE)sin2 qW

In contrast to a
QED

, the evolution of sin2q
W
 with Q2 carries ~no uncertainty in the SM, 

so constitutes a powerful test of BSM, specific to ep.



  

The Z boson mass. Can we do better than LEP?

● Experimental sensitivity : Z and J/psi statistics

~100M J/psi→mm candidates and ~75M Z→mm per experiment in Run2.
Statistical sensitivity ~0.3 MeV; calibration precision ~0.3 MeV; J/psi mass known to ~10-6



  

The Z boson mass. Can we do better than LEP?

● Experimental sensitivity

– Muon momentum linearity

impact ~< 1 MeV



  

The Z boson mass. Can we do better than LEP?

● Theory / modelling systematics

– Normalization and QCD uncertainties do not matter; backgrounds small

– (N)NLO EW corrections needed (especially QED!)

– PDF uncertainties ~2.5 MeV (from an old study)

ATLAS note, Eur.Phys.J. C57 (2008) 627-651

CTEQ.6.6
A very small effect obviously, but 
dominant on this scale.
→ LHeC constraints would remove this.

m
Z 
is relevant when dm

W
~few MeV!



  

More on fermion couplings

● Vector and axial couplings to light quarks



  

More on fermion couplings

● Vector and axial couplings to light quarks



  

The strong coupling constant : also relevant for the interpretation of 
electroweak precision data

HEPFIT collaboration,  arXiv:1710.05402



  

The strong coupling constant : also relevant for the interpretation of 
electroweak precision data

HEPFIT collaboration,  arXiv:1710.05402

...



  

The strong coupling constant : also relevant for the interpretation of 
electroweak precision data

→ constraints on the EW fit!?



  

High-mass di-jets and di-leptons at the LHC

● High-mass final states are primarily a probe of new particles



  

High-mass di-leptons at the LHC

● In absence of resonances, these data can be used to probe for high-mass contact 
interactions, which reflect eg. heavy gauge bosons beyond the kinematic limit. 
Reminiscent of LEP2 fermion-pair production analyses

LH
C

LE
P
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High-mass di-leptons at the LHC

● In spite of a factor ~5 in invariant mass (at 8 TeV), the LHC limits are only barely 
better than LEP. Uncertainties in the predictions at high-mass are dominated by PDF 
uncertainties : LHeC data would remove this, and boost limits to typically 50-100 TeV, 
depending on models

– Most useful inputs, when considering the opportunity of a high-energy pp collider 



  

Vector-boson scattering at high energies

● The 3rd summit of the EWSB “triangle” (EWPO – Higgs – VBS). Establishing these 
signals is one of the main subjects of the HL-LHC

Expected yields for 300 fb-1

CMS PAS FTR-18-005



  

Vector-boson scattering at high energies

● The 3rd summit of the EWSB “triangle” (EWPO – Higgs – VBS). Establishing these 
signals is one of the main subjects of the HL-LHC

Measurement

Prediction

So here the case is not so compelling….

(a
S
 uncertainties negligible)



  

Conclusions

● (almost) All LHC pp analyses are or will be limited by the knowledge of proton PDFs. 
This especially holds for EW precision

– improvement of PDFs possible using LHC data, but mostly “incremental” (we will always 
need the HERA “backbone”), or data more precise than theory

– Next generation ep data from LHeC constitute a quantitative jump in this area, and solve 
one of the major issues of pp analyses and their interpretation

● In addition, several unique ep analyses help lift remaining ambiguities:

– precision measurements of the running of sin2qW

– Precise measurement of mW in the t-channel

– Unique power to disentangle vector and axial couplings of the Z to fermions

We need to help the LHC community realize this situation
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